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harvesting.

William J. Rewak/ S.J.

Friday, October 23, 1981, 8 p.m., Narita 1ntemational Airport
Hotel, Tokyo:
When I was first called and asked to be a member of the Catholic
University Delegation to China to investigate educational exchange
programs, I hesitated. I'm not a very good traveler on other
people's terms: tours and delegations are pre-determined, they
leave little elbow room, and I'm not the most seasoned adventurer in the world . Anything beyond pasta , enchiladas, and roast
beef I am immediately suspicious of; and I had heard about the
rigors of Chinese travel.
But I was goaded into it by my Jesuit brothers; and I also
knew that if I passed up this chance to take the definitive photograph of the Great Wall, I'd never be able to look a camera in the
lens again. So pushing aside all hesitations, I decided, "Why
not?"
A small group of us met in San Francisco International Airport on Thursday morning and took off for Tokyo. On the plane
we saw a very gentle Japanese movie about a retarded man who
can see only the beauty in life and becomes a nationally-renowned
artist. A worthwhile reminder at the beginning of this trip into
uncertainty. For in addition to my own personal hesitations, we
have been told that this delegatimi is the first Catholic delegation
since Cardinal Spellman's in 1949. And so although the Chinese
Ministry of Education is hosting our visit, we are not sure how a
group of archbishops, nuns, priests, and Catholic laymen will be
received by a government that has been openly hostile to our
fellow Catholics, that has imprisoned and tortured some of our
fellow Jesuits. Many Catholic Churches have been restored, and
priests have been released from prison; but there are ominous
signs that the government will allow the practice of religion only
on its own terms. We shall see.
Larry Murphy, the Maryknoll priest who is coordinating the
trip, said this morning that we can't go to Beijing (Peking) as
planned , but will have to go later because a Japanese conference
has extended their stay in the hotel we were to use, so we're
going to Shanghai to catch a train to Hangzhou- if possible. But
nothing is absolutely set yet. We're playing it by ear.
This change of itinerary, of course, renders all our tickets for
travel within China useless. I was told we should be ready for
this. More suspicious minds might suggest that this is the government's way of controlling our trip and minimizing the possibility of too much communication between us and special interests
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*Complete list of delegates on page 14.

The staircases do not intrude ; they allow you to appreciate , with
serenity, what is there.

I had to sit next to one of our
hosts so I had to squelch the
cowardice and dig in. Strange
food. I wanted to stop but he,
being polite, kept putting more
on my plate.

The 13 sto1y Pagoda of the Six
Harmonies outside of Hangzhou.

in China; others might point to the inefficiency of what passes
for a tourist bureau.

Saturday, October 24, 1981, 11 a.m., Hangzlwu Hotel:

A full day yesterday- mostly travel. We flew from Tokyo to
Shanghai in a plane that was empty in the first two sections: they
crowded us all into the last section, along with another tour from
Seattle. We arranged for a train to Hangzhou at 5:30, so they
drove us through Shanghai to the Friendship Store first, to change
money and buy souvenirs (they seem eager to have us buy souvenirs).
I was startled, as was everybody else, at the sheer numbers of
people on the streets. When we speak of the "mass of humanity,"
this is it. All dressed pretty much alike- though some colored
clothes and Westernized styles are becoming evident. And all
that can be heard in the streets is the blare of bus horns. The

traffic is made up mostly of bicycles. Apparently only government officials have cars. In many places , sidewalks have been
enlarged by putting barriers into the street, just to take care of
the crowds. Little vehicular traffic, enormous foot traffic.
People do seem very friendly. But we are told that is a change.
In the bar of the hotel where we ate dinner in Shanghai last
night, a couple of men talked to us and then said that if they had
done so a couple of years ago they would have been arrested and
interrogated. The official climate has changed toward American
tourists. They want our friendship and our money.
Interesting trip on the train- which was four hours late! All
the coaches were packed full, very much like the troop trains in
World War II, and we thought we'd have to push in and stand for
the three-hour journey. But we received a couple of rooms: they
held eight apiece , with a little squeezing. The Bishops- Borders
and Gerety- were then called out for a room of their own. The
Chinese refer to them as "Cardinals" (there's only one word in
the language for both "Cardinal" and "Bishop"). Strange that the
Chinese, who espouse the classless society, should defer to those
with status- especially religious status. Anyway, it left more room
for us, and most of us slept to Hangzhou.
Upon arrival, we were herded (and "herded" is the right word,
because Winston Yang, our tour guide from Seton Hall University, keeps saying, "All right , let's go," or "Get in, hurry up:') into a
bus and driven to the Hangzhou Hotel. Must have really been a
hotel in its day. Even now, it's comfortable, though a bit bare. In
each room, on a table , were hot water and tea.
Marco Polo said Hangzhou was the most beautiful city in the
world. We'll see what he meant when we go on a tour this afternoon.

8:45p.m.:
Visited a spectacular Buddhist Shrine in the caves outside the
city; people come from all over China to see it. During the
Cultural Revolution, some wanted to destroy it, but Chou-en Lai
prevented that by simply keeping it closed. It opened in 1975 and
they have been repairing it ever since. There are, however, few
Buddhist adherents, very few Buddhist Monks, and hardly any
new young Monks preparing themselves. The Shrine is a whole
park with waterfalls, bas-reliefs cut into the sandstone cliffs, huge
buildings with enormous statues, gardens and pagodas. It's so at
odds with the Communist manifesto; it expresses a belief, a state
of mind and imagination that is totally contradictory to Marxist
thought. And here it sits , a monument to a baroque and humane
past.
The contours of the Chinese imagination certainly are different from ours. Even such a small thing as staircases in the gardens: they're steeper, narrower, more angular, more shaded , covered with foliage , more disciplined, more accepting of nature.

Sunday, October 25, 1981, 5 p.m., Hangzlwu Hotel:
Right after breakfast, I walked to the top of the Pagoda of the
Six Harmonies-226 steps-a great structure built in the 12th
century, and then ambled through a park: I was struck by the
fact that parks do not change very much from country to country. Kids were playing, adults were strolling, tourists were taking
pictures. Actually, a lot more Chinese have cameras than I thought
would have them; they seem to be a new commodity.
Then we got into a boat and toured West Lake. It really is
fabulous: islands, pools of gold fish on the islands, pagodas and
pergolas-and all covered with the bright red Indian Paintbrush
flowers. Actually, the vegetation here is very much like that in
Santa Clara- they even have some of the same fir trees we do.
Liturgy by Bishop Borders , lunch , then a change into suit and
tie to meet the Deputy Governor of this Zheigang Province. The
Governor is in the hospital in Beijing. The conversation was
interesting -long, formal, many compliments from both sides. It
takes time because of the need for an interpreter. After the
Deputy General left, we received the group from Zheigang
University- inducing the Vice President , Mr. Jiang Ximing. A
long session in which we all introduced ourselves individually
and explained something about our schools. After we finished ,
they talked about the schools in this Province. They would like
our students to come for an exchange program- but they realize
the language problem ; and credits and accreditation would be an
additional problem. A good exchange program will take some
careful planning.

9:30p.m.:
Just returned from a twelve-course banquet , hosted by the
officials of the Education Department of the two universities in
town. I am really a coward when it comes to new food experiences, but I had to sit next to one of our hosts , so I had to
squelch the cowardice and dig in. Strange food, all right- the
strangest I have ever eaten. I wanted to stop , and he kept putting
more on my plate- that is apparently the custom and indicates
politeness on his part. And then every ten minutes or so there's a
toast-and you're supposed to chug it down. I sipped it down.
The drink is a colorless, syrupy liquid called moutai, tasting like
a mixture of turpentine and urine.
Customs are so different. What we think of as the height of
vulgarity is considered politeness for them: for example, they
spit out their bones or gristle onto the tablecloth next to their
plate. They, on the contrary, think that cutting food at the table,
the way we do , is vulgar; they do all their meat and vegetable
cutting in the kitchen. And, of course, the chopsticks are therefore more efficient.
I'm not sure I'm going to be able to handle another banquet.

Monday, October 26, 1981, 1 p.m., Hangzlwu Hotel:
We visited Zheigang University this morning, and started with
a conversation with Vice President Wang and the Deans. They
really want to improve their technology: this particular university is geared toward engineering and the sciences, but was once

the only university in the city. After the "liberation" of 1949 , it
was split into four universities. They do have some humanities
courses , but generally such courses are not compulsory. Obviously, the emphasis is on technology. One compulsory subject,
however, is English. The Vice President explained that at one
time everybody studied Russian ; now everyone studies English .
It will take years, however, before the general knowledge of
English allows for fruitful interchange on a large scale .
Besides English , every student must study philosophy- but
only Marxism-Leninism . It's clear they do not study anything like
history of philosophy, though they did say they touch on Hegel.
Since it is a technological university, they have four factories
which are used for training of students and for research and
production . The production end of it is interesting : for example,
they make silicon chips and sell them like any corporation would except they can only retain about forty percent of the profits; the
rest goes to the government.
During the Cultural Revolution the universities were shut down ,
but the factories were kept open, and even the Vice President
wound up working in them: he swept the floor as a janitor.
Perhaps they can't be totally honest, but they were fairly straightforward about the strengths and weaknesses of their university,
and even the strengths and weaknesses of the Cultural Revolution. The people who started that Revolution, we were told , did
so because they thought that labor was important , that universities were ivory towers. And so, as university people , they deplore
the Cultural Revolution but can say little ; the Vice President , at
one point, told us, "You don't want to hear the horrible things:'
Yet they do say it had an advantage: it emphasized the practical
side of life rather than the merely intellectual. So even now, their
emphasis in research is on how it benefits the country. They
don't have our scientific approach about knowledge being an
end in itself, that formal research , to be successful , does not have
to have a practical application. And so they are interested only
in those fields that will benefit the people.
Who is to say who is right? Our approach created the atom
bomb. Their approach is producing better farming methods. Obviously, they can get into nuclear research or weapons research as
heavily as we can , but the point is that they have an end in view
for their research, whereas we often divorce research from application.
Zheigang University is a "key" university: one of the best , it
receives priority financing from Beijing. There are three types of
universities: key, middle, and low. Besides financing, the key
university gets first choice in its students. The students who are
not picked by the key universities are then picked by the other
two. And students , upon application, can specify a major, but
then they are picked according to the national plan: for example,
ten percent of all students in any given year must go into electrical engineering. So if a student didn't get chosen, it's probably
because - besides the question of grades- he or she did not fit
into the national plan.
We were surprised to learn , too , that only about one percent
of the population goes to the universities ; the competition is
incredible. The few universities they have just cannot handle the
numbers of those who would ordinarily qualify, and the government does not have the money to make higher education more
accessible .
The protocol and arrangement at our meetings is worth noting:
there are always couches and chairs arranged in a rectangle or
circle , with tables in front of each, and a cup of tea on the table
for each person sitting behind the table. At the beginning of the
session , a girl goes from table to table pouring hot water. The
pouring is repeated halfway through the session. The seating is
done, for the most part, according to status. The Chinese host
sits in the middle of one of the couches , with the two Archbishops on either side. An interpreter sits next to one of the Archbishops , and then everyone else in our party sits where he or she
wants. The Chinese retinue sits behind the couches and chairs.

•

cism. It is a further problem because , as Jesuits , the four of us
would like to contact some of our brother Chinese Jesuits ; but
this will certainly not be encouraged by any official representatives of the government.
While we are here, it seems reasonable to try to discover as
much as possible the real conditions of the Church in Chinamuch of the religious news is, obviously, censored- we'd like to
inquire , for example, about the former Jesuit Bishop of Shanghai , imprisoned in 1955 and apparently still in custody. Some
have said he has died. He had always refused to accept the
Patriotic Association- the official Catholic Church in China- as
orthodox. Many priests do not support the Patriotic Association
and are not allowed to practice their ministry.
Basically, the Patriotic Association , with clear advice and help
from the government, approves all ministers , appoints bishops ,
and handles all religious literature. It has no contact with Rome
and considers any "interference" from the Vatican as an infringement of its own authority and independence. An Executive Committee in Beijing acts as a ruling body. Thus there is , inevitably,
an "official" Church and an "underground" Church.
The delicate question is: how should Rome treat the official
Church? Gently, hoping that some relationship may eventually
be est(\blished? Or in a more straightforward manner, criticizing
when it thinks it must, deploring decisions it regards as harmful

Street scene, with typical advertising billboards in Shanghai.

Life has indeed improved if
seen in relation to the grinding,
subhuman poverty that existed
before 1949. But something is
missing- freedom.

10:30 p.m., Shanghai, Bao-Shan Guest House:
litesday, October 27, 1981, 8:45p.m., Bao-Shan Guest House:
We went to Hangzhou University in the afternoon and had a
less-than-satisfying discussion with the officials there . They were
hesitant , answers came slowly and o nly half-formed. We discovered later that they had never received such a group before ,
were quite wary of the fact that we were all priests and nuns .
They were not totally sure of our purposes. At any rate, everyone was affa ble.
We caught the 5:00 train for an enjoyable trip to Shanghai.
Nice company, box lunches, camaraderie is building.
A note on the idea of China as a "developing nation" : from our
perspective , they certainly are a developing nation . They have
very little technology, and yet they have so many people to feed
and care for. Eighty percent of the people live in the rural area,
which means that the majority of the population is still basically
uneducated , somewhat primitive. Literacy has risen , but it has a
long way to go. There are not enough teachers, schools , money,
resources to handle this large population , to modernize them.
On the other hand , of course , China was a flourishing and
cultured nation when America was still a wilderness ; and they
were far ahead of European civilization in their learning and
artistic expression and techniques. So their history and culture
are far richer than ours , but we find ourselves helping to bring
them to our level of modernization . A true irony. Somewhere
back in the 19th century, when technology took a leap forward,
they slipped back , wrapped themselves in their history and their
Confucian isolationism and became stunted. So they have real
problems , despite their historical wealth, their tradition , their
strong sense of family, their great serenity. They are a rich people ,
struggling to overcome poverty.

Visited Fudan University this afternoon , and it wasn't very
successful. The Vice President greeted us and made a point of
the fact that Larry Murphy, our tour leader, did not come. It was
also clear he disliked the idea of Alice Gatlin speaking for us all:
they are not staunch supporters of women's liberation. The meeting was extremely formal, and he left after we had given all our
little speeches. Then the functionaries took over.
On the way over to their library, we met a couple of American
students who are attending the university on an exchange program. Both are graduate students, one from Massachusetts , the
other from New Hampshire. One of them told us he is in the area
of Chinese Studies. He was an economics major in college but he
said he is not allowed to attend any economics courses , political
science or recent history courses, because all of them are taught
basically as politics , and they do not want forei gners in class to
disrupt or dilute the material. Otherwise , he likes it. He lives with
twenty-one other foreigners , mostly American , in a special , heated
dormitory because they need to recreate with one another and
because they would not be able to handle the unheated Chinese
student dormitories. As Winston said at the meeting this afternoon
with the university officials , "Americans are spoiled:'
Bill Mcinnes , Jim Finlay, Joe O'Hare and I had a discussion
this evening about our official "status" here : we are educators
and have been invited as such because the Chinese Ministry of
Education does want to take advantage of our expertise , but we
are also Catholic educators-and that can cause a problem , simply
because of the government's past repressive policies against Catholi-

to the spiritual life of the Chinese Catholics?
Should it compromise now for the sake of some future good?
Or should it hold fast to principles?
And if it compromises now, what is its attitude toward the
priests and laypeople who stand apart from the Patriotic Association because of their loyalty to the universal Church?
It's a thorny issue. And not only for the Church at large , but for
our delegation. Whom do we talk to and whom should we be careful to avoid? Our moves and contacts are obviously monitored .

Friday, October 30, 1981, 10 p.m., Bao-Shan Guest House:

On Wednesday morning , we went by bus into Shanghai to the
Historical Museum. I was not enthused about going- there were
other things I wanted to see- but I was glad we went because it
deepened my realization that China is a far richer country than
we immediately judge. There were cooking vessels and wine
vessels from the 14th century B.C. that were extraordinary in
their beauty, their detail. Great bronze vessels, etched in feather
strokes , surrounded by dragons and animal masks , made the
Shang Dynasty of those centuries suddenly come to life with a
culture and sensitivity that we Americans have never known.
And it was at once sad and encouraging to see young art students
in the Museum meticulously copying the design on those bronze
plates and vessels. Sad because so much of that emphasis on

beauty is lost -officially, art must be pragmatic and propagandistic; encouraging because at least they are recognizing through
their mimicry the wealth and artistry of their past.
China has such a rich identity- does it realize this? The Cultural Revolution tried to destroy that identity, and the Chinese
are now reacting against that Revolution. As long as they are
Communist , however, as long as they adhere strictly to socialist
principles , they must logically abandon or foreswear the importance of art in their lives. If they do that , they abandon their past ,
they cloud their identity with Marxist double-talk.
And yet they are now eating - at least subsisting. Their standard of living certainly has improved. People are poor but honest
and hardworking (though there is some criticism that the younger generation, lacking the educational discipline the Cultural
Revolution deprived them of , does not share the work ethic of
their parents). There is virtually no thievery: we can safely leave
our hotel keys at the desk on each floor, with all valuables in the
room. It is, in general , a safe country. The other night , there was
a great commotion outside o ur bus as we were boarding it after
dinner and we were told a group of people had caught a pickpocket. They were dealing their own justice. Life has , indeed ,
improved if seen in relation to the grinding , subhuman poverty
that existed before 1949.
But something, of course , is missing: freedom. They must
abide by Party principles or be reported; they cannot travel
anywhere without a permit ; they must request permission for
such travel from their work unit , and their work unit gives final
approval for marriages. They cannot have more than one child
per family.
I suppose absolute control is necessary if you want to abolish
poverty and injustice. But the price of that is freedom . If you
prefer freedom, you must opt for free enterprise, private initiative and individualism ; but often the price of that is injustice.
And I suppose the reason for all of that is original sin. There is a
streak of selfishness in all of us , and if left to ourselves , some
exploitation will inevitably result.
Which is it: Injustice or loss of freedom? Not always an easy
choice. We in the West would opt for freedom- and then try to
diminish the effects of poverty, to encourage social responsibility. It's more complex than socialism, but it does respect conscience and seems to be , therefore, more human.
After lunch on Wednesday at the Jing Jiang Hotel, we all went
over to Zicawei Cathedral, the old Jesuit Cathedral that had a
high school and seminary in the same few blocks. Bishop Zhang
Jiashu received us. He is the Patriotic Association Bishop who
has refused any connection with the Vatican , and who was critical of the Vatican's "confirmation" of Bishop Tang of Canton.
It was an odd meeting: very formal , with the usual couches
and cups of tea. Miss Chou , the representative from Fudan University -which was our official host - interpreted for us, and
her compatriot, over in the corner of the room, took down every
question and every answer. Bishop Zhang is seventy-nine years
old, but quick , alert and vital. As the hour went on- and after
his formal speech- the questions got a little touchy. Questions
about the Patriotic Association; about the difference between
love of country and love of government (he said, "If the government is working for the good of the people , as our government is ,
they are the same" - clever answer); about how the new seminary
will be funded ("Partly from the government, partly from donations of the people" ; if funded at all by the government, of course ,
its studies will be at least partially controlled by the government).
We were cut off after an hour by his assistant.
He adheres to the Party line- either because he believes it or
because someone is taking down his every word . Probably a bit
of both. He said, "The job of the Church is to pave the road to
socialism:' The wedding of Church and State! And if the function
of the Church is nothing more than to prepare the people for
socialism, then it is nothing more than a YMCA.
How can they continue as a Catholic Church if they are cut

Chinese junk
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off from Rome? If the situation continues as it is, the Church in
China will become an independent, heterodox religion and ritualmuch as it did in 16th century England under Henry VIII- stuck
back in the pre- Vatican II period with no sense of an international faith and structure.
Yet, on the positive side , the Church is operating visibly; the
sacraments are available to the people in a way they have not
been since the early 50s; the parishoners can walk into the churches
on Sunday and see an altar instead of an alcove used for warehousing and storage; the stained-glass windows are being repaired.
An uncomfortable note, however: the Cathedral is surrounded
by locked gates, with armed sentries.
Dinner at the Park Hotel, then a music and dance showinteresting, but a bit long. It was held in an enormous hallreminded me of an indoor Hollywood Bowl- and was packed to
the steel rafters. An incredibly beautiful Chinese woman acted
as M.C. and she was unique in one respect: she wore a dress.
Nowhere in China have I seen a woman wearirig a dress. Even
when the odd woman here and there does not wear the regulation Mao jacket and pants (blue or green), she's always wearing
slacks. (When our nuns walk around in skirts, the Chinese men
manifest an obvious interest.)
On Thursday morning, we again took the bus into Shanghai
and we arrived at the docks about 8:15 , then boarded a huge
boat for a trip up the Huangpo River, a tributary of the Yangtze.
We were escorted to the top floor of the boat where we were
given a room with fourteen easy chairs, tables, some peanuts and
candy and fruit and tea for our convenience. These things always
surprise me: I expect that in a socialist country there are no class
distinctions, but that is certainly untrue here.
An unpleasant part of the trip was the smog, the ever-present
pollution. At a couple of points along the river, we had to leave
the deck because the smoke and smell were so bad. All up and
down the river, huge industrial plants spew smoke into the air
and belch their waste into the river. My overarching impressions
of Shanghai are of pollution and people- the sheer masses of
people that have to live in this city. No wonder it is polluted.
Worth noting, too, that seventy-five percent of the music they
played over the intercom system on the boat was American.
Apparently, they prefer American music to any other kind-

even their own. This is where the identity problem comes in
again, and I wonder if the Chinese people, while theoretically
reacting against foreign influence, may gradually become Westernized simply because they prefer it. Their government may
have nothing to say about it. I'm not saying that's good. But I am
saying it seems inevitable.
It's strange that America- which does have a history and
tradition but has nothing on the scale of the cultural history and
tradition of China- should represent the encroaching influence.
It seems unfair that an upstart should be the means whereby a
civilization is changed . And yet modernization must come for
China; otherwise its economy will crumble, the main bulk of its
population will remain forever primitive , and it will never be
able to compete with the other nations of the world. And China
needs that authority for its identity; it also needs that authority
so that other people and other nations might recognize its identity.
After the boat trip , several of us had a talk during lunch with
one of our guides- a government official - about the Jesuits in
Shanghai who had been in prison for so long but who had been
recently released. He understandably played down the inhumane
conditions of their imprisonment and was quick - as they all are
when faced with some of the excesses of the previous fifteen
years or so- to blame the "Gang of Four" and the Cultural
Revolution for any deviations from what we would consider a
standard of human rights.
He said that the Bishop of Shanghai, who is alive and still in
confinement, was convicted in 1955 of high treason. (From conversations in other places, of course , we know that "high trea- ·
son" in this case meant that he had objected to the seizure of
Church property by the government.) He said that many other
priests and religious were imprisoned soon after when they refused
to sign a paper condemning the Bishop for high treason. He
related all this with a straight face as if it were completely
reasonable- but did add that the present -government, in its attempt
to encourage religious freedom, had released the prisoners so they
could practice their ministry. We know, however, that for many
of them such ministry is severely curtailed, and they are denied
identity cards - which means they cannot travel or buy food.
He was surprisingly open , although careful, and we threw a lot
of questions at him: What is the relationship between the Patriotic Association and the central government? "The government
leaves them free to operate:' Why does the government forbid
contact with Rome?" "It is the Chinese way to reject paternalism:' Isn't it true that there is an "underground" Church? "Such
associations are forbidden:'
The answers are predictable, of course , and they tend to reiterate the Party line without speaking to the issue at hand . This
type of response , so frequently given, has the effect of substantiating our suspicions.
"Control" must surely be the key word. Despite the recent
openness and the smiling rhetoric, there is no less control over
people's actions and words. Perhaps the leash has been allowed
to stretch a bit, but it will be all the more cruel when that leash is
pulled in .

Saturday, October 31, 1981, 1:30 p.m., Nanjing Hotel:
Yesterday, we rose at 4:00a.m., drove into Shanghai and boarded
the train at 6:30 for a five-hour trip to Nanjing.
The difference between Nanjing and Shanghai was immediate
and striking: here there are cleaner streets and cleaner people
(and not so many of them: only two and a half million); there are
lanes for bikes, so that driving is not the manic and frightening
experience it is in Shanghai. Though the city is definitely polluted with all the industry that has been developing here , it is

clearly not as bad as Shanghai. And gardens, flowers and trees
are more in evidence. This city is supposed to be, historically,
the cultural and religious center of China.
After lunch, we went to the main park - beautiful. A zoo
there has giant pandas - scruffy, muddy creatures-and other
animals; but I did not come halfway across the world to look at
monkeys or bears, so I went walking to take some pictures of the
park and lake. I met a young Chinese student who asked if I
spoke English. I said yes, and we began to talk. His English was
very halting, but he did quite well. He said they have to read and
write English , but they get very little, almost no practice speaking it. He seemed grateful for the opportunity. A friendly, open
and hospitable person. Difficult at times to consider that such
people have been our enemies. As someone has said, it is unfortunate but true that although people have friends, nations have
interests. Interests can often destroy friendships.

7:15p.m.:
This morning , we went over to Nanjing University and it was,
in general , pleasant. The hosts were kind and helpful , we gave
our little spiel, and then toured the campus: impressive. The
Cultural Revolution really did do a lot of harm , and that's evident in the way the buildings have never been kept up, no construction has been done, there are no master's degrees or doctoral
degrees on the faculties to speak of. Only now are they beginning
to train young people toward academic degrees. Nanjing University is ideally located and it offers the best possibility so far, I
think , for an exchange of professors or scholars. The city is more
acceptable to a Westerner, the pace is gentle. I'm supposed to
speak to the Vice President, Dr. Xu Fu-Ji, on Monday morning
about possibilities with our Computer Science Program.
Back here for lunch, then off to Purple Mountain to see an
ancient Buddhist Monastery (dignified, quite impressive, the same
feeling , almost, that I got from Durham Cathedral in England) ,
and the mausoleum of Sun Yat-sen. He was the revolutionary
leader who took over in late 1911 and is revered by all Chinese of
whatever persuasion. But for a revolutionary leader, a man who
helped to overthrow the Manchu Dynasty in order to form a
republic, he had all their pretensions -at least his followers who
built his tomb did. There are 326 steps to the top of the tomb- an

enormous plaza , gates, sidewalks, three different buildings climbing the side of the mountain until you finally come to the top: a
great building with a statue of him in the forecourt, and behind
that, the actual tomb - a circular room where you walk around
on a marble parapet and look down onto a brightly lit marble
coffin with his effigy carved on top. Very much like Napoleon's
in the Hotel des Invalides . And the present government encourages the adulation. The classless society!
Interesting thing today: Joanna Chan , a Maryknoll nun who is
with us, said that most of the revolutionary slogans and all of
Mao's sayings have been erased from posters and walls . She said
there is a general diminishing of his authority - despite those
enormous statues that appear here and there in front of universities and factories. All parades have been stopped: there is a great
reviewing stand in the square in downtown Nanjing , but our
guide says it is not used anymore. Instead , for a celebration they
now have garden parties.
I have a feeling that , over the long haul, the Chinese will
simply adapt Marxism to their own ways, that they will never be
drastically changed . For Marxism is , after all , a Western philosophy. Confucious has too strong a· hold on this. I hope for that ,
because radical Westernization would destroy them.

Sunday, No1•ember 1, 1981, 8:45a.m., Nanjing Hotel:

Mass in a local church is scheduled this morning , but I begged
off because of a miserable cold . It's fortunate that today is a free
day - maybe I can beat it.
I was thinking about the effect of outside influence on China.
I've said that they seem to like American music and are opening
up to Westernization ; I've also said they will probably outlive
Marxism because they will not bend the knee , utimately, to any
external power.
I'm not sure how those two reflections can be reconciled. But
I remember that a Chinese professor at one of the unive rsities
said the other day the Chinese are basically selfish people, that
they put family before anything else , that they don' t have a tradition of service or loyalty to a country as we have had in our past ,
and certainly not to a government. That's not absolute , of course ,
but it does seem to be true that the giving of oneself for the
country is not at the top of their list of priorities except, perhaps ,
North Shore ofNa11ji11g Lake
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for the very few, highly educated young people who are carefully
trained to think of the "Party" and the country first. The family,
however, still seems to be the main social, economic, or authoritarian unit they adhere to- certainly before all else.
Marxism, of course , has had to adjust to that after some early
failures. The government found they could not eradicate the
family. It has had to adjust to some degree to the disparate
character of the country. Unification has always been a problem
precisely because loyalty was restricted, in the final analysis, to
very localized regions. There is obviously more unification now
than there has ever been , but a great deal of freedom has been
lost because of it. The Chinese seem to accept that - after all,
poverty has been reduced , everyone is employed-perhaps because
they are a resilient people: governments come and go , and they
will profit from each and suffer from each . They accept the state
of affairs with patience and serenity. But serenity, while valuable
at times , can be dangerous because it can allow evil and injustice
as part of one's life without disruption of that life. They do not
fight back. They allow reality to unfold (or "unravel" as one
critic has said).
So it is hard to tell how they will be changed in the future. One
is tempted to say that they will never change radically, that their
resilience is coupled with the stubbornness that will last far longer

They are not ready as a nation to
respond to Communism or capitalism. They could be forced, but
they could not be controlled by
either one.

Tuesday, November 3, 1981, 9 p.m., Beijing, Yanjing Hotel:

Uncomfortable flight to Beijing: very crowded , very hot , but
it only took ninety minutes.
Interesting conversation on the plane : there are differen.t cu.rrents in our group. Some think we should be more aggressive m
our questions in order to get behind the pleasant facades , more
blunt in our attempts to find out how the ordinary Christians
practice their faith; some think we should move carefully and
smoothly because we are here to build bridges , not start arguments. And I think we all recognize the danger of both those
attitudes: we want to avoid creating a problem for those who
must inch their way toward a modicum of religious freedom , and
at the same time we don't want to be regarded as canonizing the
present inadequacies. In the concrete , when speaking with government or Church officials, it's sometimes hard to strike a balance.
This morning, we piled into the bus from the Yanjing Hotelgorgeous place, relative to what we've been used to - and went
to the former Palace of the Emperors , the "Forbidden CitY:' I
was totally overwhelmed. We have nothing to compare it with.
No wonder there was a revolution! In the whole property, with
all the palaces, buildings and turrets , there are over 9,000 rooms .
Absolute splendor: gold and jewels covering everything like plaster of paris. Detailed workmanship that exceeds the limits , it
seems, of the imagination. The grandiose scale , the minutest
detail - all in perfect harmony. It's easy to see how the people
looked on the Emperor as a god: when you walk into his throne
room , you feel like kneeling . And you also begin to realize why it
was so difficult to deal with him back in the 19th century. He
could not believe he was like other mortals, and he expected the
"kow-tow" from people who were equal in rank . He refused to
deal; England and France just came in and took what they wanted.

Wednesday, November4, 1981, 9:15p.m., YanjingHotel:
than any Western philosophy. If Communism lasts , it will do so
only under their terms. Hearts will, I think , remain freer in China
than in Russia.
They can, of course , be corrupted , as any other people can.
And I think the danger of Westernization is precisely that: they
may accept too easily Western capitalism , the spread of McDonald's hamburger, the flashy and easy buck. And the younger
generation is tempted to look our way. I don't think they can
handle our civilization. Maybe we can't either, but on the whole
we do deal with it with some sense of its dangers and a realization of its values.
They are not ready to respond , as a nation , to either Communism or capitalism. They can certainly be forced into one or the
other, but deep down they cannot be controlled by either one.

Monday, November 2, 1981, 7:30a.m., Nanjing Hotel:
Mass yesterday at a local church; a bit weird: all Latin , all
quiet, priest facing the wall , only sixteen people in the church ,
and all of them elderly. It's a fact that young people are discouraged from practicing their religion. Joe O'Hare asked the Bishop
why they keep the Latin , and he answered that the Chinese
always do things in the traditional way! What an irony: the Western Mass with its Latin was an imposition on their culture back in
the 16th century during the Chinese rites controversy ; now it's
tradition , and they won't let it go.

Off early in the morning to the Great Wall. About two hours
driving through some congested country roads (it's cabbage harvest time and the roads are crowded with wagons filled with
cabbages and drawn by slow-moving oxen- who seem oblivious
to the bus's horn) , and then up into the mountains - though it
really isn't that high up : we reached the Wall at one of passes. It
is , naturally, spectacular. A fairly small portion has been restored,
but it still takes about two hours to walk it, and we could have
continued into the unfinished part except for lack of time .
It was enjoyable. The vision that conceived and executed that
marvel was obviously imaginative and daring (and willing to use
about 300,000 people the first time around- they had a lot of
slave labor in those days), and it was exciting just to stand there
and try to re-create some of_the scenes from its past : th~ hor~es
galloping across the Wall , the lookouts spotting the invaders , the
swords and the blood. And now a bunch of tourists roam the
area. Invasions come in different shapes.
I would like to have been there alone , away from the tourist
buses , the souvenir shops , the tight scheduling. To walk the stones
and listen to the past, to marvel again at the incredible artistry of
a "backward" people. The broad granite soars right up into the
sky, following the crest of each hill , and from afar it l.o oks like a
grey ribbon that has been strung across the mountam by some
god .
And I think it's only by being there alone , maybe as the sun
starts to set and makes the shadows uncertain , that the past can
be conjured up. That's when China's voice was strong- but no
one listened , and China herself was not interested in speaking to
anyone but herself.
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Then we went on to the Ming Tombs- more impressive edifices : great marble gates , enormous statues , long approaches
lined with trees, great wooded gardens. Near the tomb we entered ,
excavated in 1956 for the first time, stands a large stele situated
on a stone turtle (the turtle is a symbol of longevity). It's a
beautiful piece of art, incredibly old; but it stands now in the
middle of the parking lot, there are women selling tangerines and
pears in front of it, and fruit peelings lie all around it. Surely this
must be a sacred place. True, the European Cathedrals have
their giftshops , but I would have expected more from a people
with such appreciation of their past.
The tomb itself is not as impressive - though it is about five
stories deep and runs a good way under the mountain- as I
thought it would be: large empty rooms. Though maybe their
vast emptiness is itself impressive.
A nice dinner out at a Western restaurant this evening , made
especially enjoyable by our waiter, a young Chinese man who is
studying English on his own- getting it from radio and television and who does very well. He was totally gregarious , jumping around ,
laughing , trying to get words straight , making the right grammatical construction- and serving all the wrong soups.

Thursday, November 5, 1981, 2:45p.m., Yanjing Hotel:

We went to Beijing University today and had a pleasant visit
with the Vice President for Academic Affairs; he explained their
university and we explained , in general , about ours. Then we asked
the usual questions. I've become interested in the possibility of
sending our students and faculty on summer school trips and inquired
about this ; he said he would very much like to see it , but that they
have no room in the dormitories. Ten thousand students live on
campus and their rooms are reserved for them all year round.
Though he said they are in the process of building more accommodations, especially for foreign scholars and faculty. They are looking for all the help they can get- especially in sciences and technology,
the English language , business management and law.

China , how people have the constitutional right to believe if they
want to and not to believe if they wish not to. He emphasized , of
course , that the country's welfare comes first, and that if any
person , on the basis of religious persuasion , hinders that welfare,
that person will be punished . A bit ominous , given the recent
history of the relations between the Vatican and the Chinese
government. But he was not in any way offensive or threatening ,
and the conversation developed quite amicably and enjoyably.
Somehow, we got onto the topic of women in education; this
had been discussed at every meeting with university officials,
and everyone has always seemed quite open about the desire to
encourage more women into education. The Deputy was astonished to hear that one- half of our Catholic higher education
presidents are women . They did not give any reasons why women
have not been as numerous in the professions and academic
circles as men , though obviously the cultural, social character of
China- the feudal aspect of its history- has had its effect. We
asked one of our guides the same question in Nanjing, and he
said women do not test as well as men . When we asked why, he
said that around fifteen or sixteen the girls start paying more
attention to their dress than to their studies. That is obviously
superficial and certainly raised the hackles of the nuns in our
group, but it says something about the values and expectations
that are handed down from generation to generation .
After the session, and after the television interview, we took
several individual pictures with one another's cameras with each
one of us standing with the Vice Premier. He seemed to handle
this little show of tourism with good humor.

Women are not as numerous in
professional and academic
circles as men ... They say
"women do not test as well as
men:'

Friday, November 6, 1981, 1:45 p.m., Yanjing Hotel:
Yesterday afternoon, we went to the Great Hall of the People
because we had been invited for an audience by the Deputy Vice
Premier of China, Yang Jingren , a man who is not only high up in
China's authority structure, but is a member of the Politburo. We
were not sure why he wanted to see us, except that our delegation does have an unusual character and it is becoming apparent
to us that the officials in China place much more importance on
our visit than we ourselves have placed on it. The Vice Minister
of Education, Ms. Yang Yun- Yu, was also there. As we arrived ,
we all shook hands with both of them and were then ushered into
a room set up for photographs. After pictures , we were led into
an enormous room that was arranged in the usual way: couches,
chairs, tables and tea. Except that this was much more luxurious
than any other room we had previously met in: huge Persian
carpet , great wall hangings , a ceiling about thirty feet high ,
chandeliers , over-stuffed furniture. Simpfe, actually, but elegant.
The Vice Premier began, after introductions, to give what
seemed a prepared speech- through an interpreter- and surprisingly enough he spoke to the issue of Catholicism rather than
education. We have been careful to underline our role as educators and to play down our roles as Catholics or Archbishops or
journalists. But it was clear in his mind that he was speaking to a
Catholic delegation. He talked about the Catholic Church in

This morning we drove over to the Beijing Catholic Cathedral
to see Bishop Michael Fu Tieshan. We had been told that the
Bishop was ill and wouldn't be able to see us; whether it was a
diplomatic illness or not, we're not sure. But after we were received
by the Vice Premier, we got word that Bishop Fu would see us.
The talk was interesting; when we started to ask questions ,
he would ask us what we had seen in Beijing. Always changing
the subject. Archbishop Gerety made a point of saying he hoped
the Church in China would soon be able to profit and grow from
its relationship with the Catholic Church throughout the world;
and he said Vatican II would have been richer if the Chinese
Church had been represented, that he hoped a union between
Chinese Catholics and Rome would occur soon so that the whole
world could share the blessing of the Chinese Church. But Bishop
Fu spoke of "Two Churches:' All very polite - qut miles apart.
And while we were talking , there was a tape recorder running in
the background.

Saturday, November 7, 1981, 7:30a.m., Nanjing Hotel:

Just returned from breakfast where we talked about the visit
to the Vice Premier at the Great Hall of the People. We were not
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invited th ere simply out of politeness or out of an exaggerated
sense of hospitality. He wanted to make a statement. Here we
are, a delegation of Catholic notables , albeit mainly educators ,
wandering through China visiting bishops , universities, and trade
unions. We are obviously monitored ; we have been asking a lot
of questions ; we have been , admittedly, most gracious. We haven't
really stepped on anyone's toes , except maybe those of the Bishop
of Shanghai . The government undoubtedly felt that they should
make a comment on where they stand with regard to religion and
Catholicism ; and perhaps they want to begin a relationship that
might eventually lead to better contact with the Vatican- though
about that I am skeptical. The importance of that meeting , however, cannot be underestimated .

Ricci's tomb is quiet , hidden , forgotten . Unobtrusive. No one
visits. In Chinese and in Latin are written brief words of a life's
work , but eloquent words of faith.

Sign of the Cross in absolution. Then Tang pointed to himself
and nodded. The priest absolved him. "It was the only time in
twenty -two years ," he said , "I received absolution for my sins:'

He could not speak to him but the
priest made the Sign of the Cross
and struck his chest three times.
Tang understood.

Tuesday, N011ember 10, 1981, 9:30p.m., Hsinclw, Taiwan:

2:15p.m.:

We left early to go to Mao's Mausoleum . Upon arrival in
Tiananmen Square in the middle of Beijing , we were led in front
of the thousands of people waiting to get in , formed a line four
abreast , then marched in formation across the plaza , up the
stairs of an enormous building and in the front door. The first
room is a hall that holds Mao's statue, in white marble ; he is
sitting in a chair, much like Lincoln in Washington's Lincoln
Memorial. Behind that room , we moved quickly past the actual
corpse , enclosed in glass. Apparently the casket is on an elevator, and it's lowered into the bowels of the building for refrigeration when people are not viewing it (and it's on view only three
mornings a week) . The corpse doesn't seem to be in such good
shape. which is understandable- as a matter of fact , it's a bit
scruffy. I would certainly hope for better immortality than that.
After lunch, a group of us went out to the tomb of Mateo
Ricci- the Jesuit who brought Christianity to China in the 16th
century and who himself became a mandarin. It's not far from
our hoteL on the grounds - ironically enough - of the Party School
(a kind of Continuing Education place where managers and ministers in the Community Party come for periodic indoctrination) .
Behind the buildings. in what is really a work yard , stand three
stone steles , in front of three tombs , all surrounded by a stone
wall. Several trees grow inside the walls . On each stele is carved
in Latin and Chinese and Tibetan a brief description of each
person buried there: Ricci . Yerbiest , and Schal. Ricci's is the
biggest and stands in the Ltiddle. During the Cultural Revolution , the steles were brokEi t in half or torn down , so it is easy to
see where they have been cemented back together again. It's the
400th anniversary of Ricci's arrival in China and the recent government has preserved this place - though it's almost impossible
to find . He is apparently held in some honor because he became
one of them ; he did not try to change their ways.
Extremely moving. Jim Finlay led us all in prayer: we said the
"Our Father," then prayed th.at the spirit of our brother Jesuit ,
Mateo Ricci , may help to bring grace on the people of today's
China just as he was the instrument of grace for yesterday's
China .

4:00p.m.:
Just went down to get a shampoo and head and shoulder
massage -terrific. The nuns have been raving about it for a
week , so Archbishop Borders , Jim Finlay and I decided to try it.
I've never had a massage before , and for a minute there I thought

One must wonder, indeed , about the meaning of immortality;
and one must wonder which man, Mao or Ricci , will have the
permanent impact upon China .

Sunday, November 8, 1981, 10 p.m., Jesuit Community, Kowloon:

Statue of Mao Tse-tung at Nanjing
Bridge on the Yangtze Rive1:

she was going to pull my arms and fingers out of their socketsmuch as they wrench apart, with deft fingers and sharp knives ,
the wings and legs of their "mud chicken" (one of their better
gastronomical delights) . But such stretching does get the blood
circulating. I feel totally relaxed and dismembered now and ready
for a liturgy and happy hour.

...
9:00p.m.:
I did the liturgy this afternoon, and as the Scriptures were
being read , the one from Thessalonians struck me: the nature of
death, the Christian response to death, the hope of resurrection .
It struck me because today we visited two tombs : Mao's and
Mateo Ricci 's. At Mao's there were thousands of people , a grandiose building , a mechanized attempt to keep the corpse incorruptible ; the building is set in the middle of a great city, surrounded
by vast expanses of concrete and bordered by the Old North
Peking Gate , the Southern Gate of Heavenly Peace which has
been turned into a reviewing stand , and two imposing government edifices. It cannot be ignored .

Left Beijing this morning at 9:30 and arrived in Hong Kong at
12:30 to overcast skies and sprinkling rain. But the approach to
the airport is spectacular! The plane seems to fly over and through
several islands, then lands on a strip with Kowloon on one side
and Hong Kong on the other. Huge high rises reaching right up
out of the mountains.
A Jesuit from our House in Kowloon met the four of us Jesuits
and we all said good-bye to the other members of this group. I'll
miss them- a great bunch of adventurers, good sports , and good
friends.
We went to the Jesuit High School here in Kowloon tonight
for cocktails and dinner : the Jesuits came from the whole area to
say hello and to be at dinner with us. Living in the high school
community is a Jesuit who recently gained sudden fame because
he was denied access to his diocese: Bishop Tang , who has been
in prison for twenty-two years , six of them in solitary. He was
released from prison, chosen by the people as the Bishop of
Canton and confirmed by the Patriotic Association- an unusual
choice because of his years in prison and therefore presumably
his opposition to the government-and subsequently approved
by the government itself. He went to Rome , was named Archbishop by John Paul , and thus the furor started. The Church in
China wants no interference from the Pope , of course, and they
could not accept him back into the diocese without recognizing
that John Paul has some authority. So they rejected him , and he
lives now in the Jesuit High School Community here in Kowloon.
He is an extraordinary man to meet: very small , soft-spoken , a
smiling and gentle face- a wiry sparrow. And he has an obviously deep faith; it informs his words , it shines in his eyes.
He is , naturally, totally sympathetic to the loyal , or underground, Church in China and sees no future for a Catholic Chinese Church if separated from Rome. In time , he says , it will be
something else . And he wonders who will speak for those who
want to be loyal to Rome , those who lived the faith in darkness ,
behind bars.
An image comes to mind: Bishop Tang said that after a few
years in solitary, he looked up one day through the small bars in
the doors. There hP- saw a face he recognized : a priest who had
not been imprisoned and was visiting. He could not speak to him
but the priest gestured by making the Sign of the Cross and
striking his chest three times. Tang understood and made the

I got on Cathay Airlines this morning and flew to Taipei. And
customs was just exactly what they said it would be: the inspector was very nice , but he looked at everything , opened every
box . He saw a Mao jacket I bought for a friend and pointed out
that it had a label on it that said "Made in China:· I played dumb ,
and said what should I do? He probably thought I was a naive
American (not far wrong) , so he took his knife and told me to cut
out the label. I had a hard time doing it because the knife was so
blunt , but it was a nice gesture. A couple of boxes still had the
China label on them , he pointed it out , and I took them off. Then
he opened -and I cringed - the inner-sleeve of my camera bag.
I had put Chinese stamps for Charley Phipps and Jose Debasa in
there. He looked disappointed , then bewildered. He didn't want
to do it , but said I could not bring them into Taiwan and would
have to bond them. So I took them over to the bonding desk and
paid 100 Taiwan dollars so they could keep them till I picked
them up on Friday. My luggage has never been so throroughly
searched.
Dinner this evening at the Jesuit parish with Dave Reed , Ed
Thylstrup , Robbie Ronald- all of them Jesuits I had been in
studies with and who are now working in Taiwan . Really good to
renew acquaintances.

Friday, N01•ember 13, 1981, 7:00a.m., Hsinclw:
A great couple of days! Early on Wednesday, Dave and I had a
light breakfast of tea and rolls. Then I got on the back of his
motorcycle and we went over to the high school where he teaches
English. I sat in on his three classes ; then we took off for Sun
Moon Lake down in Central Taiwan- about a three-hour drive.
There's a relatively new freeway so it was not a bad drive. Actually, we got there about sundown and a beautiful orange full
moon was rising over the mountains surrounding the lake. A tall
pagoda on top of the mountains was silhouetted against it. Naturally, I grabbed the camera for the Chinese picture of the year.
And the battery was dead! All that picture-taking on the Mainland had worn it out. Arrived at the hotel , got the room , asked if
there was a film store in town , found it , and got a new battery.
But too late . So the orange moon was not going to be immortalized. At least in my photographs.
We spent most of the next day wandering around the lake ,
walking or driving. Saw a fantastic Confucian Shrine on the side
of a mountain , walked through the poinsettia groves near the
hotel , sat for a put -together lunch on the shore of the lake.
We discussed the paradox that is China . It is, after all , the
"Middle Kingdom," the first kingdom of the world , and their
pride in this created fact , created sensibility, makes it difficult
for them to recognize any value in other countries , in other
races.
At the same time , we were invited to visit because they want
to improve their technology, their expertise , their sources of
information. They want to establish contacts with the West. There
is no other reason we were allowed to travel as we did, no other
reason we were treated so well . They stated again and again that
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they did need help and wanted to begin contacts with our schools.
It's a schizophrenic attitude, however, because they also insist
on self-reliance: they repeated to us often that they don't want
our money or our charity. They only want education from us.
But such a need and such an openness - as hesitant as it may or
may not be- to our educational institutions necessarily implies
an intimate contact that they cringe from. They want foreigners
to teach their students in the classroom, but they will not allow
the students to speak to the same professors outside the classroom. They want American graduate students on their campuses, but they will not allow any Chinese students to visit them in
the dormitories.
They want tourists, but they will take them to pre-arranged
sites only.
They want the imperialistic dollar, but they don't want to be
contaminated by it.
They want to look at the outside world- its literature and
history and economics- but they insist on censoring all of it , of
re-writing literature and history and economics.
They want to Jearn about our religions but as Mr. Ren Jiyu ,
the Director of the Religion Research Institute, said in his talk to
us in Beijing, they regard all religions as ephemeral social phenomena , to be studied for their sociological effect, but not to be
taken seriously because the need for religion will soon pass.
They want technology but they know it will have a devasta·
ting effect on employment.
They want to be respected in the world , but they know they
are far behind other countries- and how their pride must hurt at
that fact.
They are caught between their history and their pride and
their socialism on the one hand , and their desire for improvement on the other.
They need the outside world but they do not want to be
touched by it.

10:30 p.m. -somewhere over the Pacific:

II
I

I
I

This morning Dave and I drove to Taipei to see the Palace
Museum: I wanted to see the jade and gold and ivory workmanship. Hard to describe the beauty. They brought all the treasures
from the mainland over in 1949 and the whole mountain behind
the Museum has been hollowed out to store them.
Then to the airport.
It was a good ending to the whole trip because it was a personal ending. A time to reflect on China with a friend who has
Jived the culture for twenty-three years. A time to relax and look
at the sun on the water, the red and white poinsettias crawling
along the mountainside , the bamboos shading a narrow walk
along the water's edge.
China is a mystery, and it's going to take one hell of a long
time before the Western mind can fathom it. I'm reminded of a
famous ivory sculpture we saw this morning in the Palace Museum:
human figures and bells surrounding a large sphere of seventeen
balls- all inside one another. And they're all movable. How did
the artist do that ? Patience , concentration, hard work. Meaning
within meaning ; a puzzle that opens to beauty. An attention to
detail because a tiny rose must be more delicate- and therefore
more moving- than a large one. Harmony. How long did it take
to carve that sphere? Years, I'm sure. It's as if time means nothing.
They are a rich people who will finally, I hope, resist exploitation from any quarter, Communism or capitalism. They flourished in a high civilization before time began for our Western
hemisphere; they will flourish again.
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Simply stated, any future strategy should encompass two
dimensions:
1. A plan to keep more of what is earned .
2. A plan to earn more with what is kept.
Each person's financial objectives will differ with individual
circumstances , goals , attitudes about risk and reward , and needs.
For most people, however, the objectives can be classified as
follows:
1. Protection against "the four economic horsemen of the
Apocalypse" :
a. Premature death
b. Disability
c. Involuntary unemployment
d. Impoverishment
2. Capital accumulation for:
a. A rainy day savings fund for emergencies.
b. Family purposes- a new home , college/ educational
costs, etc.
c. General investment portfolio .
3. Provision of retirement income.
4. Reduction of the tax burden:
a. During one's working years.
b. At death through estate planning .
In her book , Passages, Gail Sheehy has written about successful transitions from one life period to another. In financial
planning, the same analogy can be employed. On the human
continuum from birth to death , a person passes through three
sequential periods of time , each of which calls for different
degrees of financial planning and administration:
1. The age of preparation.
2. The age of accumulation .
3. The age of retirement and ease.

Personal
Financial
Planning

Francis J. Corrigan

As the table suggests , a college education is still regarded as
one of the best investments an individual can make , aside from
the non-financial but important psychic satisfaction and human
enrichment and enlightenment a college education should provide. It is apparent that the quality and depth of one's preparation will influence and affect the next stage on life's continuum ,
the age of accumulation .

The Age ofAccumulation

While there are exceptions , the time to accumulate some of
the world's goods is not all that long , usually about 15 years , from
age 35 to 50.
From the mid-20s to the mid-30s , the individual is getting
started in a career, possibly making some job changes , getting
married , starting a family, finding a place to live , and meeting the
other myriad financial demands placed on a young family just
starting out.
The purchase of a home , especially in the high-priced San
Francisco Bay Area , is the largest single investment made by the
majority of families in any age group. As hefty monthly payments demanded by today's mortgage arrangements show, some
persons will never be able to own a home. This burgeoning
group can only hope that mortgage rates will fall sufficiently to
make home ownership a reality instead of an elusive dream.
Some of the more fortunate, with a combination of careful
planning and possibly financial assistance from relatives , will be
able to buy a home. As time passes , and if a substantial equity is
built up, a considerable amount of money is tied up in fixed
property. Home ownership , while providing more privacy than
rented facilities , visible amenities, and other satisfactions, is subject to the risks of changing land values, obsolescence , neighborhood decline , and price fluctuations in the real estate market.
The owner of a well -maintained , well-selected property in a
good location and neighborhood derives a considerable amount
of imputed income from this investment , achieves substantial tax
write-offs from property taxes and interest payments, and can
experience a valuable hedge against inflation.
With at least a starter home acquired and one's financial situation more solidly anchored , the investment objectives in the peak
earning years from age 35 to 50 should be focused on capital
appreciation .
This objective becomes quite important as future funds will
be needed to send children to college as well as to supplement
other sources of retirement income .
If salary income is sufficient for normal living expenses ,
investing in securities with promise of capital gain rather than
high income yields should have a top priority. Persons in this
age group should have accumulated enough assets so that the
objectives of safety of principal and liquidity should be of minor
importance. In these peak earning years , with the.emphasis on
capital appreciation , the individual's investment posture should
lean more to investigating above-average risks in the pursuit of
above-average returns.
Although the universe of potential capital building ideas is
very large , let us discuss just two major possibilities.

The Age ofPreparation

How should I be handling my financial affairs? As a college
professor teaching courses in investments and personal finance ,
I hear that question a lot.
More than ever, people are puzzled and concerned about the
most efficient way of optimizing their financial choices. A veritable smorgasbord of financial alternatives is available. Individuals ask : "Should I leave my savings in the bank?" "What about
stocks and bonds?" "Is this the time to buy or sell a house?"
"What about oil-drilling tax shelters?" "Should I be hoarding
gold ?" "What about speculating in commodities?" "Are mutual
funds safe?" "What about money market funds? "
And the list goes on.
The choices are many and are often bewildering in their complexity because they reflect differing degrees of uncertainty and
risk. While the task of getting and keeping one's funds was never
simple , the problem of efficient money management today is
exacerbated by an almost endless list of political, economic, and
social imponderables.
Consider, for example , the Reagan Administration's Economic Recovery Tax Act. This comprehensive program has been
described as the most potentially significant economic development since Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal. Its impact on financial institutions , especially the stock market , will be dramatic
and decisive.
While at this writing the potential remains unfulfilled , observers are confident that the Reagan program will stimulate an
outpouring of savings and investments that should rebound to
the benefit of all.

There are four key components in the program:
1. Tax cuts designed to increase savings and investment.

2. Reduction in Federal spending.
3. Deregulation of business by getting government off the
backs of its citizens in order to free resources for more
productive purposes.
4. A steady monetary policy to achieve real economic growth
without igniting the sparks of inflation .
If the Reagan program succeeds , there should be a reduction
in inflationary expectations , a lowering of interest rates , an
improvement in productivity, enhanced corporate profits , and
more dollars available for saving and investment.
If the program fails , the outlook could turn bleak . The nation
would be treated to a witches' brew of higher interest rates ,
soaring inflation , a devastating recession , rising unemployment
and overall lackluster economic performance.
In that dreary environment, security markets , for example ,
would be expected to perform poorly. At this writing the economy, especially in the auto and housing sectors, is stumbling and
bumping through some turbulence . The Reagan program is too
new and insufficiently tested to predict whether or not it will
succeed.
With this added political and economic uncertainty, it behooves
individuals more than ever to get their financial house in order
by developing and implementing a total, coordinated plan to
gain some control of their financial destiny.
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For some , the high school or college graduation ceremony
formally ends the teacher-student relationship. Commencement
aptly describes the lifelong period of study and learning required
to keep abreast of an ever-shifting and ever-growing fund of
knowledge. The "learning curve" and the "state of the art" of
one's profession or occupation will always be demanding taskmasters that will require constant future updating and retraining .
At this early stage of development, surplus funds usually are
low or non-existent. Those under 25 , do not have to be told that
this period is unlikely to be the high-income time of their life.
There are , however, demonstrable grounds for optimism. A
person entering the labor force with just a grade-school education will experience a decline in earning power in the 35 to 44
year age group. With a high school diploma , that decline is postponed to the 55 or 64 age bracket. With a college degree and ,
even better, with some graduate work , the decline in earning
power doesn't take place until after the normal retirement age.
A study prepared in 1981 by J. Norman Swaton (Personal
Finance) showed that college graduates should earn more than
their non-college contemporaries as the following table indicates.
COLLEGE GRADUATES' LIFETIME EARNING POWER
Age Group
25-34
35-44
45-54
55 -64
65+

Greater than a high
school graduate by
22.2%
54.5
64.9
56.6
63 .1

Greater than a
grade school graduate by
71.2%
105.5
128.2
122.8
144.8
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Real Estate Investments Other Than One's Home

A tour of most major cities , and especially in California's
Santa Clara County, is evidence of wealth maximization by those
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who were foresighted enough to follow the old adage , "Buy acres
and sell lots',' as one road to riches. Former prune orchards have
become housing tracts , industrial parks , shopping centers , and
other commercial developments.
Advocates from Will Rogers to present day circuit-riding lecturers have extolled the rewards of investing in real estate. In the
past, real estate was described as the foundation of the nation's
wealth. In some areas , the outlook for profit-making has been
clouded by such factors as a scarcity of loanable funds , a negative cash flow, a reluctance by some lenders to carry a long-term
obligation without some equity participation , tightened zoning
and/ or environmental controls , no-growth restrictions , a more
militant landlord-tenant adversary relationship , and rent controls . These factors have dimmed the prospect for the kind of
talk one used to hear at cocktail parties : "She bought an apartment house in 1965 for $50 ,000 and sold it in 1980 for $600 ,000:'

Most observers believe that if
onfis tax bracket is substantially
less than 50 percent, he or she
would be better off in something
other than real estate.

These uncertainties suggest that before investing in real estate
ventures , prospective investors should seek professional advice
and carefully examine their tax position.
Most observers believe that if one's tax bracket is substantially
less than 50 percent, he or she would be better off in something
else . Some financial institutions offer limited-partnership
arrangements . While the investment is locked in for several
years, generous tax deductions are provided and there is a nonguaranteed promise of potential capital gains.

Stocks

While there is disarray in the stock market today, the combined prospect of lowered inflation and the promise of improved
corporate profit margins suggest that equities will be good
investment vehicles in the next few years. Many financial observers think that the common stocks of some of the nation's excellently managed firms are on the bargain counter today. In looking
for an Oracle of Delphi to predict future price movements of the
stock market , it should always be remembered that fortune tellers usually are found in the city's low-rent district , and that Wall
Street periodically is forced to teach a non-credit course in
"Humility 1A:'
While the stock market will always fluctuate, one can try to
examine the broad economic and social currents that will determine which firms will succeed in the decades ahead. Investing in
growth firms, or companies with earnings growing at a rate faster
than the nation's Gross National Product , has always been attractive to investors.
Recent changes in the tax laws and the lowering of capital
gains taxes have made these issues even more appealing. If these

purchases are spread out over several years on a dollar-averaging
basis , it is possible to take advantage of the potential secular
increase in common stock values and enjoy compounding of
those values through reinvestment of dividends.
While every day is "judgment day" on Wall Street, the real
value of many companies is greater than their depressed stock
prices would suggest . As an example , witness the rash of acquisitions with two or more suitors after the shares of the same target
firm. Or consider the fact that many companies are using
corporate funds to buy back some of their own depressed shares
on the premise that the stock market is overly pessimistic about
their prospects.

~
~

The Age ofRetirement and Ease

To some retired workers , Robert Browning's words , "Grow
old along with me. The best is yet to be, the last of like for which
the first was made:' have a peculiarly hollow ring. Each year,
between now and 1985, approximately 1.6 million Americans
will leave their jobs to join the nation's more than 23 million
persons in retirement.
For some , it will be a long-awaited time to savor the fruits of a
long-time savings and investment program in travel , hobbies ,
and general enjoyment of life.
For others , bedeviled by inflation and insufficient funds ,
it will be a traumatic experience as they face a downgrading
of their living standard . Those who have looked forward to a
measure of peace , comfort , and well-being in their old age may
find that they must wage a daily battle against an inflationary
goliath that devours their limited resources.
A study prepared by a New York financial planning firm
shows that a continuation in retirement of the kind of life-style
enjoyed while working requires that individuals put aside funds
in excess of normal contributions to Social Security and other
pension plans. The study says that a 35-year-old with a current
annual income of $25 ,000 will need at age 65 income-producing
assets of $100 ,000 . A 50-year-old currently making $50 ,000 a
year will need $270 ,000.
An estimated 1.4 million of the yearly retirees , not counting
those who retired earlier, are lamentably short of the kind of
money that would produce a relatively carefree retirement.
This unhappy prospect reinforces the persuasion that those who
are still in the work force should start a lifetime financial plan
now if they hope to avoid Thomas Carlyle's "lives of quiet
desperation" later.
While private pension plans and a hoped-for strengthening of
the ailing Social Security System may help, the wise person
should not rely on them alone. Assuming that a retired couple's
children are "grown and gone" and no longer require financial
assistance , and that the other objective of home ownership has
been reached , their overriding concern is the maintenance of an
income for their own needs. The avoidance of loss must be the
major consideration.
While financial planning should be a legitimate and necessary
part of everyone's life , it should also be remembered that there
are other dimensions to existence than getting and keeping material goods , "of building bigger barns to store more grain:' What
should be sought is a balance , a conscious striving for an equilibrium between the demands imposed by living in contemporary
society and constant awareness of the real purpose of life itself.

Francis J. Corrigan is a professor of finance at the
University of Santa Clara. He received a Ph .D. degree
from St. Louis University.

James P. Degnan

Some uncommon thoughts
about the common language.

Though few best sellers deserve to be , William Strunk and
E.B. White's The Elements of Style is a splendid exception. A
classic guide to good writing, The Elements of Style has sold
more than five million copies, making it the all-time best selling
book of its kind.
Popular as a college textbook almost since the time it was
published (1959), The Elements of Sty le, over the years , has
also become highly popular in the non-academic world: in the
worlds of business , government , journalism, science , law, and
technology.
It is the one book that almost always appears on the
required reading list of the many non-academic books and
courses designed to teach businessmen and engineers to write
better English.
It is the book about which The Newspaper Fund of America,
advising those who would succeed as journalists , says: "First
. . . learn Strunk and White's The Elements of Style, and keep
reviewing it:'
And it is the book that, according to the American Academy
of Judicial Education , is most effective in teaching lawyers and
judges what good writing is all about. At an annual summer
program sponsored by the AAJE to teach judges to write
readable English, "the judges," says the AAJE, "are force-fed
Strunk and White's The Elements of Style:'

Three times revised by White (Strunk died in 1946, long
before White revised and Macmillan Company published the
book), The Elements of Style was created , privately printed , and
used as a textbook by Strunk, who taught English composition to
White at Cornell University just after World War I.
At Cornell , says White , The Elements of Style was known as
"the little book": a "forty-three page summation of the case for
cleanliness, accuracy and brevity in the use of English .. . Seven
rules of usage, eleven principles of composition, a few matters of
form, and a list of words and expressions commonly misused:'
That was it, says White, Professor Strunk's "parvum opus , his
attempt to cut the vast tangle of English down to size and write
its rules on the head of a pin:'
Today, though the revised book is longer (White has added ,
among other things, a chapter on style), the "book's vigor," says
White, "remains unimpaired" and, for "sheer pith," the book
"probably sets a record that is not likely to be broken:'
That the book is brief, that it is easy to use , that it provides,
more effectively than many bigger books , advice on a wide
variety of linguistic matters- matters ranging from forming the
singular possessive of Charles (Charles's); to distinguishing
between disinterested and uninterested; to writing the periodic
sentence- are reasons explaining the book's success; but there
are other reasons, not the least of which is that the book , unlike
most books on writing, is readable- a book on style, written
with style.
Leavened with wry advice- e.g., on distinguishing between
nauseous and nauseated: "The first means sickening to contemplate ... the second, sick at the stomach. Do not, therefore , say 'I
feel nauseous,' unless you are sure you have that effect on
others"- the "little book" is often as entertaining as it is
instructive; and this is so , in large part, because White has
preserved nicely the entertaining and instructive voice of the
book's creater, Will Strunk, or, as White calls him, "Sergeant
Strunk:'
A bold, audacious man, "scornful of the vague, the tame , the
colorless ,'' Strunk, says White, "thought it worse to be irresolute
than to be wrong," and he was fond of barking at his class such

directives as: "If you don't know how to pronounce a word, say it
loud! " (Good advice then and now, says White. "Why compound
ignorance with inaudibility?")
Ever discontent and "somewhat gloomy" about the future of
the language, Strunk nevertheless was always positive in issuing
commands for its preservation and improvement. Throughout
the "little book," says White, "Sergeant Strunk" snaps orders at
his troops : 'Use active voice' (Rule 14). 'Avoid a succession of
loose sentences' (Rule 18). 'Place the emphatic words of a sentence at the end' (Rule 22). 'In summaries, keep to one tense'
(Rule 21):' And, above all, '"Omit needless words' (Rule 17):'
So seriously did Strunk omit needless words , White recalls ,
that "when I was sitting in his class , he often seemed ... a man
with nothing more to say yet with time to fill:'
Strunk "got out of this ," White continues, "by a simple trick:
he uttered every sentence three times. When he delivered his
oration on brevity, "he leaned forward over his desk, grasped his
coat lapels in his hands , and, in a husky, conspiratorial voice ,
said: 'Rule 17. Omit needless words! Omit needless words! Omit
needless words!"'
Vigorous writing "is concise ," declares Strunk, a written
composition should contain "no unnecessary words," just as a
"drawing should have no unnecessary lines . .. a machine no
unnecessary parts . .. every word must tell:'

"When a vice president asks for
your input, what does he want?
Your opinion? Your advice? Your
hunch? Your money? What?"
And , in the "little book," Strunk practices what he preaches ,
pruning verbal deadwood with vigor. He reduces such phrases as
"there is no doubt but that" to "doubtless" ; "the question as to
whether" to "whether"; "during the time that" to "while"; and
"he is a man who" to "he:'
The phrase , "the fact that ," a phrase that caused Strunk ,
according to White, "to quiver with revulsion ," he orders
excised from "every sentence in which it occurs:'
A "memorable man , friendly and funny," says White , Strunk,
in literary and linguistic matters was, as is White , a resolute
traditionalist, and The Elements of Sty le is a traditionalist
book , a book based on such assumptions as: 1) Whatever our
differences, if we wish to communicate with one another,
we must share a language , "good standard English ," to quote
White; a language with conventions and standards that determine whether it is being used well or badly, conventions
and standards available in such traditional sources as H.W.
Fowler's Modern English Usage , The Oxford English Dictionary,
and Webster's Second International Dictional)' ( Webster s Third,
the work of permissive linguists , is not countenanced by traditionalists). And 2) because language has not only meaning
but moral consequences, because, to paraphrase George Orwell,
sloppy writing causes sloppy thinking and both bode ill for the
common good, support of the common good entails opposing
whatever debases or threatens to debase the common language whatever, to quote Dwight Macdonald's criticism of Webster's
Third, renders the common language "less precise and effective
as literature and less efficient as communication:'
Proceeding from such assumptions , Strunk , White , Orwell ,
Jacques Barzun and other traditionalists - e.g., more recently,
John Simon, Edwin Newman , Richard Mitchell and William
Safire - attack the most obvious enemies of the common

language: neologisms , barbarisms , jargon, gobbledygook and
gibberish.
Just as Strunk "quivered with revulsion" at the sight of verbal
flab such as "the fact that" (the phrase , "in terms of ," had a
similar effect on him), today's traditionalists wince at words like
input, fmalize, interface, prioritize, maximize, ongoing, viable,
impact (as a verb), structure (as a verb) , orient , and meaningful ;
rail at redundancies like "surrounded on all sides," "major
crisis," "future prospects," "still persists," "totally annihilated,"
and "true facts "; and cringe at constructions like "semantic and
quantitative symbolizations" (for words and numbers) , "instructional modules" (for classrooms) , "bounded plurality of roleplaying individuals" (for family) , "utilize the waste management
area" (NASA-talk for use the toilet), and "egress the orbiter" (for
leave the ship).
For their sensitivity to language , traditionalists are often
criticized for being stuffy and snobbish; for caring more about
how something is written than about what is written. To which
criticism, traditionalists , citing Quintillian's remark that the good
writer aims not merely at being "possible to understand , but at
being impossible to misunderstand," reply: Not so. Wincing at
words like "input," says Richard Mitchell in his book Less Than
Words Can Say, is not merely aesthetic revulsion; it is a response
to the word's imprecision.
"When a vice president of administration asks for your input ,"
Mitchell continues, "what exactly does he want? Does he want
your opinion? Your advice? Your hunch? Your money? What?"
In like manner, White and Barzun inveigh against such
barbarisms as accessorize , conceptualize , and finalize. Though
widely used, says White , "finalize is a silly and fuzzy word," clear
to no one. People who use words like "finalize ," says Barzun , are
apt to write sentences like 'Til contact you to finalize the
agreement," when they mean , "I'll call at your office to sign the
contract:'
And such people, traditionalists assert , are apt to write
much worse things; they are apt to write (and speak) the
gobbledygook and gibberish that are the main enemies of the
common language.
They are apt to write "We must interface to initiate transnational transferral ," which translates to , "We need help
from abroad:' They are apt to write "He was experiencing
cognitive inertia in the employment situation due to a lacking
self-actualization factor," which translates to , "He was bored
with his job:'
They are apt to write , as does the President of the University
of Miami (quoted from Edwin Newman's book , A Civil Tongue):
"We will divert the force of fiscal stress into leverage energy to
pry improved budgetary prediction and control out of our fiscal
and administrative procedures ," which translates to , "We will
cut some costs:'
They are apt to write, in the deceitful gobbledygook of
government , "Rapid disassembly" (Three Mile Island talk for
explosion); "radiation enhancement device" (for neutron bomb);
"increments in the form of currency" (for bribes) ; and "counter
factual propositions" (for lies) .
And , if not writing gobbledygook , they are apt to be
perpetrating gibberish- pure , untranslatable bosh- such as the
following from a speech by a professor of English and director of
writing programs at the University of Illinois: "Nor is sentence
combining an option, even if we assume a p!entitude of
ideational content in the writer's intention , since semantic
constraints governing the grammatically hierarchical arrangement of that content require that much of it occur as subordinate
inclusions within the boundaries of orthographic sentences:'
Speaking to an audience of English teachers, the professor
praised the notions of the permissive linguists who dominate
the teaching of language in America , and , according to The
Washington Post, urged his audience to "ignore the advice"
of traditionalist books like The Elements of Sty le.
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Resolutely opposed to the gobbledygook and gibberish that
are the most obvious enemies of the common language , traditionalists and traditionalist books like The Elements ol Stvle also
oppose less obvious , more sinister enemies of that language.
Traditionalists oppose , for example , the notions of linguists
such as the above-mentioned - linguists responsible for such
assaults on the common language as Webster s Third New
International Dictionary; The National Council of Teachers
of English policy statement, "Students Right to Their Own
Language"; and various of the trendy bilingual movements such
as the bilingual ballot.
To the linguists responsible for producing Websters Third , a
dictionary that , in the name of being "scientific" and democratic ,
prides itself on "recording" not "prescribing" usage ; on having ,
in the words of its editor, Structural Linguist Philip Gove , '·no
traffic ... with notions of correctness or superiority," E. B. White
says that he regards the approach as '·chaotic and degenerative:'
That Webster s Third eliminates the forthright usage warnings
of Websters Second - i.e. , colloquial , erroneous , incorrect ,
illiterate; that it gives a bewildering number of pronunciations
for various words - e.g. , 25 for "berserk," 27 for "lingerie"
( Websters Second gave only two pronunciations for each of
those words); and that it fails to define words clearly- defining
"biweekly," for example , as "every two weeks" and "twice a
week" (take your pick) , are but a few examples of the "chaos"
White has in mind.
To the NCTE policy statement, "Students Right to Their
Own Language ," a statement declaring that one American dialect is as good as another ; that ghetto slang is just as acceptable
as standard English ; that , indeed , standard English is merely a
prestige dialect ," and that making minority groups learn it constitutes "white middle class oppression ," traditionalist John Simon
responds that the statement in its "irresponsible radicalism . ..
guilt ridden liberalism and asinine trendiness ," typifies the
group that produced it- a group, Simon maintains , that has
long been "one of the major culprits ... in the sabotaging of
linguistic standards:'
Though the NCTE statement was made chiefly for the
"benefit" of blacks, blacks, long before Simon , condemned
the ideas expressed in the statement. Declaring that such ideas
constituted a "cruel hoax ," The National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People said that black children must
be taught "basic English:' Not to teach them basic English , said
the NAACP, is "to lock them into a provincial patois ," limiting
greatly "their opportunities in the world at large:'
And the distinguished black psychologist Kenneth Clark
said : "I am unalterably opposed (to accepting all dialects as
valid , to teaching "black English " in the public schools) . .. I
believe the purpose of the school is to teach standards of society
in language . . . I do not believe that you can make the deviations
and variants the standards ... I am opposed to .. . the new style
among grammarians, that anything goes so long as it is used:'
To proponents of such ideas as the bilingual ballot , traditionalists respond that such ballots should not exist; that reading and

writing English should be prerequisites for citizenship.
Opposed to the various debasing and divisive influences
threatening the common language, traditionalists and traditionalist books like The Elements of Style are criticized for being
obstructionist: for failing to recognize that English is a living, ever
changing language ; for trying to interfere with the language's
natural development. Traditionalists should stop their "tiresome carping about usage ," admonishes linguist Donald Lloyd,
in a classic debate with Jacques Barzun, " the best thing to do
is relax and enjoy it:'
Granting that English is a living , ever changing language,
traditionalists nevertheless argue that we need not passively
accept debasive and divisive changes; that we can fight such
changes , "retarding ," to paraphrase Dr. Johnson , "what we
cannot repel .. . palliating what we cannot cure:'
Words like finalize , input , giftable , and others come into
the language but they also go out- ostracized, perhaps , by
traditionalist word watchers. "The 'happenings' of the 1960s ~'
comments William Zinsser in his book , On Writing Well ,
"no longer happen .. . nobody does his 'thing' anymore" and
"'relevant' has been hooted out of the room:'
Speaking for the usage panel of the traditionalist American
Heritage DictionGIJ! (created to help countervail Webst er s
Third) , Zinsser says: "We upheld most of the classic distinctions . . . insisting that 'flout' doesn't mean 'flaunt' ... that ·fortuitous' still means 'accidental ,' 'disinterested' still means 'impartial ,'
and 'infer' doesn't mean 'imply."' But , Zinsser continues , "we
were not pedants ," so concerned with correctness that we didn't
want the language to keep refreshing itself .. :·
The approach to usage described by Zinsser is much the same
as the approach to usage and style advocated by Th e Elements
of Style - '" the best book on writing , I know," says Zinsser.
It is an approach based on a belief in "correctness, on good
and bad usage , yet, ultimately, an approach based on the truth
that English is a language," to quote E.B. White, "perpetually in
flux ... a living stream , shifting , changing , receiving new strength
from a thousand tributaries ," and that telling writers "not to
swim in the main stream of this turbulence would be foolish ,
indeed:'
Such, White continues , is not the intent of the "cautionary
remarks" of The Elements of Sty le . "The intent is to suggest that
in choosing between the formal and the informal , the regular and
the offbeat ," the writer "err on the side of established usage. No
idiom is taboo , no accent forbidden; there is simply a better
chance of doing well if the writer holds a steady course , enters
the stream of English quietly, and does not thrash about:'
Strunk put the matter more succinctly. "The best writers," he
said, "sometimes disregard the rules . . . When they do , however,
the reader will usually find ... some compensating merit , attained
at the cost of the violation. Unless he is certain of doing as well
he will . . . do best to follow the rules:'
As much as anything - as much as the book's handiness , as
much as its readability - it is doubtlessly the book's commonsensical , traditionalist aproach, the Strunkian approach , to usage
and style that explains the book's popularity, that explains what
Newsweek means when it calls the book the "Federalist Papers
of the good usage movement:'
Of the Strunkian approach, of the Strunkian voice that
resonates throughout the "little book," White comments that he
never fails to find its "wisdom a comfort ," its "humor a delight,"
and its "attitude toward right and wrong a blessing undisguised:'
White speaks for many.

James P. Degnan is a professor of English at the University of Santa Clara. His fiction and articles have
appeared in many publications and he is the author of
two texts on writing.
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A world renowned philosopher
reminisces about two radio debates over the BBC.
In 1948 the British Broadcasting Corporation aired a debate
between Bertrand Russell and Father Frederick Copleston on
the existence of God. After the debate, the story was told (at
Oxford, I think) that two students listened to the discussion, one
a believer, the other an atheist.
At the end of the debate, the believer was an atheist and the
atheist a believer.
The story is doubtless apocryphaL In general, it is probably
true to say that such debates tend to leave people's beliefs what
they were before.
The fact that someone judges that one or the other participant made a better showing in the debate does not necessarily
affect his or her personal beliefs in regard to the substantial
issue.
There can , of course, be real communication between two
human beings , when they are seeking the truth together. But in a
debate, such as the one between Russell and myself, it is a question of defending a certain position which one has no intention
of abandoning. Each gets down into his trench and snipes at the
other over the parapet. God, of course, can look after himself.
Before the debate Russell seemed afraid that I might introduce emotion into our discussion. Knowing that I was a priest,
he may have suspected that I would call him a wicked man or
deliver an impassioned sermon.
And after the debate he thanked me for not having introduced emotive overtones. When I remarked that he too had kept
to rational argument, he seemed a trifle irritated. It was with
some amusement that I read a newspaper review of the debate ,
in which the reviewer, while offering no opinion on the substantial issue , said that he preferred Russell's style as there was an
undercurrent of emotion, whereas I had been coldly rational and
detached.
Looking back on the debate , I think that it left a good deal to
be desired , on both sides. It was not an example of what Karl
Jaspers called " communication~' It was simply a discussion of
certain formal arguments for the existence of God.

The problem of God arises out of human life. It is a human or
"existential" problem. And to treat it as though it were a question of whether or not there is sufficient evidence to warrant
one's believing that, in addition to rocks, stars, trees, animals ,
and human beings, there is in the universe an additional being
called "God" is misleading. It is difficult, however, to see how
the matter could easily be treated in any other way in discussion
with Bertrand RusselL
It is not possible to discuss the content of the debate in a short
article, so I refer to the mechanics instead. The original discussion between Russell and myself was supposed to be recorded by
machines, typed, and then sent to us to prune or cut to the
prescribed length .
Something went wrong with the mechanics , and we were
sent texts with large gaps and were asked to reconstruct them
in good time.
Russell did nothing, whereas I, being relatively young at the
time , did my best not only to reconstruct but also to improve my
position.
When we met for the actual recording, Russell admitted that
he was at fault for not having made any attempt to reconstruct
what was missing , but he insisted that we were meant to have
parity, that I had more space than he had , and that I must therefore do the cutting.
Short of making a scene, I had no choice but to capitulate.
During lunch , therefore , I spent time crossing out paragraphs or
sentences, as we were to record immediately after we ate.
I hasten to add that relations between us were amicable,
and that during entertainment, provided by the B.B.C. on the
occasions when we met , I found him an amusing and friendly
companion.
In the following year I discussed logical positivism on the
Third Programme of the B. B.C. with Professor (now Sir) Alfred
J. Ayer.
From one point of view, this was easier for me then the debate
with Russell. Ayer was indeed well known , but he was younger

than I, and I did not have the feeling that I was debating a
national monument.
From another point of view, it was more wearing. As everybody who knows him is well aware , Ayer has a very quick mind ,
he talks very rapidly, and for a slowcoach like myself it is difficult to keep up with him , let alone think of a suitable reply.
Academically, however, the Ayer-Copleston debate was superior to the Copleston- Russell debate. But the subject o bviously
possessed much less popu lar appeal. There are plenty of nonphilosophers who are quite prepared to ex press an opinion about
the existence of God, but who know nothing at all about logical
positivism .
A reviewer of one of my books said that I see med to be
engaged in a perpetual debate with Professor Ayer. This is to put
the matter in a misleading way. In so far as there is a de bate , it
has been not so much with Ayer as with myself.
The great novelist Dostoevsky once remarked that he was a
child of his century, a child of belief and unbelief. Tho ugh I have
defended metaphysics and sincerely believe that it cannot be
eliminated, there is a side of me which sympathizes not with
logical positivism as such (it seems to me untenable) but with a
positivist attitude, which is, of course, widespread , in spite of all
criticism of logical positivism. I have no doubt that the re are
others who find themselves in the same boat.
The debate on logical positivism has not been my only encounter with Ayer. Later on for instance , we discussed the self, on
Independent Television , I think. Because we had been invited to
arrive at noon , with videotaping at 2 p.m ., we naturally thou ght
tha t we were going to be given lunch. Not a bit of it.
We were liberally treated to repeated doses of Scotch , but
there was not a crust of bread in sight.
After some time we were told that we might just as well go
into the studio and start. After the half-hoUJ disc ussion , I hardly
remembered a word I had said .
Two weeks later we were given dinne r a nd a private showing.

Our performance was much better than I feared it might be. But
it was far too academic fo r LT.V , and I think that o nly two
networks put it on. I remember saying to Ayer, ''Yo u started by
enumerating five theories of the self. What is the Great British
Public going to make of that ?"
"What about you," he rep lied , "you were throwing around
names such as Kant and Fichte as though they were household
words in the British kitchen:;
These last remarks illustrate one of the difficulties which arise
in connection with discussion on radio or television between
professional philosophers.
If the philosophers concerned talk in the way in which
philosophers are accustomed to talk at their own mee tings , th e
general public is unlikely to get much out of the discussion
except mystification.
If, however, the participants in a discussion pursue a policy of
simplification , this may easily give an erroneous impression of
the nature of philosophical thought. It may be possible to find a
happy mean , but it is not easy.
There are o the r difficulties , of course. One of them is that
among themselves philosophers are apt to discuss technical questions of a logica l kind , unsuitable for a radio or television discussion because they are likely to be of interest only to other
philosophers . Th e subject chosen has to be one of fairly general
interest.
Let us suppose that it is a subject of a religious or moral
nature. And let us suppose that one of the participants is a
Catholic priest. He can hardly fail to be aware that he will be
regarded by many people not on ly as a philosopher but also as
a spokesman for the Church . He is therefore likely to feel a
responsibility which he would not feel if he were discussing some
particular issue in formal logic.
If he makes a fool of himself when discussing a subject which
has no obvious connectio n with religion or morals , the discredit
attaches simply to himself as an individuaL But if he is unable to
keep his end up in a discussion about the sort of religious or
moral issues in regard to which people have strong beliefs , the
poor man may feel that he has let the Church down . Other
people may th ink so too.
My o wn broadcast discussions took place some time ago. I
have no ambition to indulge in any more fireworks of that kind .
The discussions were a ll amicable, except one.
When the works of Sartre had been put on the Index (which
still ex isted at the time ), I was invited to discuss the matter with
an English writer, who had written a book on existentialism . I
expected that after some more or less perfunctory references to
the Index , we would discuss the philosophy of Sartre.
How wrong I was. I did not know that the Spanish Civil War
had led the writer in question to take a very dim view of the
Catholic Church and its doings . And we had a lively battle ,
which engendered a good deal of heat.
The producer seemed delighted , but higher authorities thought
it best to give us bo th our honoraria and not broadcast the disc ussion , muc h to my relief, as I dislike such polemics.
I remember, incidentally, that the writer made the strange
suggestion that the Vatican had put Sartre's works on the Index
to increase the sa le of Gabriel Marcel's writings. This illustrates
the level of the discussion. I regret that my only meeting with the
gentleman in question was not of a more cordial nature. "Less
heat and more light" would have been a good maxim for us both
to have fo llowed.

Frederick C. Copleston, S.J., is the 1982 Austin J.
Fagothey Visiting Professor at the University of Santa
Clara . A Fellow of the British Academy, he is a graduate of
Oxford University and received a Ph .D. degree from
Gregorian University in Rome.
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0 Session to examine
corporate roles
"Corporate Responsibilities in a New
Political Environment: Opportunities and
Risks" will be the subject of a conference at
the University of Santa Clara on Thursday,
May20.
The conference will bring together
representatives from government , private
business corporations and schools of
business administration to discuss the issue.
It will consist of six major presentations ,
short responses and several extended
discussion or question-and-answer periods.
Principal speakers will be Dr. Michael
Novak, resident scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute in Washington , D.C.
and U.S. representative to the United
Nations Commission on Human Rights ;
Jose S. Sorzano, U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations Economic and Social
Council , and Dr. Edwin Epstein, member
of the faculty of the School of Business
Administration at the University of
California in Berkeley.
Also speaking will be Dr. William C.
Frederick, professor of business administration in the Graduate School of Business
at the University of Pittsburgh and former
Charles Dirksen Professor of Business
Ethics at SCU; Donald R. Melville ,
president and chief executive officer of
Norton Co., and the Rev. Theodore V.
Purcell , S.J., current Charles J. Dirksen
Professor of Business Ethics at SCU who is
on leave from Georgetown University.
Responders will include David Clements ,
managing partner of Arthur Andersen &
Co.; David Vogel , who teaches in the
School of Business Administration at the
University of California in Berkeley, and
Richard B. Mulvany, manager of advanced
mechanical development in the IBM
General Products Division.
The Rev. Gerald F. Cavanagh, S.J.,
member of the faculty of the School of
Business Administration at the University
of Detroit and former Charles Dirksen
Professor of Business Ethics at SCU, will
summarize the conference.
For reservations and/ or information
for the Corporate Responsibilities Conference , contact The University Relations
Office , (408) 984-4476, or Father Manuel

0 Panelli is picked
as lawyer of year
Santa Clara County Superior Court
Judge Edward A. Panelli received the law
school's highest honor, the Owens Lawyer
of the Year Award at the Spring Law
School Banquet on March 27.
Twenty-six years ago, Ed Panelli was the
law school's most outstanding graduate and
was ranked number one in his class.
The Owens Award, named for former
SCU Dean Edwin J. Owens, recognizes
professional competence, personal integrity and public service. This was the 16th
year it has been given .
Before his appointment to the bench in
1972, Judge Panelli practiced law in San
Jose for 17 years, and was the presiding
judge of the Superior Court in 1980. He also
had a pro tempore assignment with the
District 1 Court of Appeal for two months
in 1981.
He serves on the boards for the National
Conference of Christians and Jews , Santa
Clara County Law Library, SCU School of
Law, and is vice chairman of the
university's board of trustees.
He and his wife, Lorna, have three sons.
They live in Saratoga.

Traditional Crafts of Mexico, an exhibition of more than 500 utilitarian and ritual
objects, are on display in the de Saisset
Museum through June 13.
Gathered from public and private
collections throughout the San Francisco
Bay Area , the objects include masks,
religious retablos , ceramics, tin and wood
toys, textiles, papier-mache figures from
the Day of the Dead celebration and
Huichol yarn paintings.
Guest curator Ines Gomez, director of
the Chicano Affairs Office at the university,
collected the objects and has written labels
and interpretive material in both English
and Spanish to accompany them.

Methanol
project

gets
Fed money

The University of Santa Clara's alternate
fuel expert Dick Pefley has received a
$300,000 renewal for his research from the
Department of Energy.
"It may be the last funding we get from the
federal government:' Professor Pefley said.
"The Reagan administration's attitude is
to let the oil companies figure out a
solution to the energy problem:'
The petro quakes of 1974 and 1979
revived the government's interest in finding
alternate fuels but now, with a gasoline
surplus, interest is on the wane once again ,
he said.
"We are making a terrible mistake by
directing so many dollars into destructive
weaponry when they could be going into
constructive weaponry -like energy.
"Long range planning on this issue just
doesn't exist. If we had tacked on a 10 cent
a gallon charge in 1974, and committed it to
alternate fuels, we would have more than

Mr. Pefley warned that this neglect could
one day result in multiple fuels in the world
which could drive the cost of transportation out of sight. "The countries of the
world need a common fuel and a
commonality of power plants to keep the
costs down. And that fuel',' Professor Pefley
said, "is alcohol.
"Not just because it is clean burning or
because it can be produced by every
country, even by underdeveloped countries, but because it can be developed from
so many sources."
Brazil and India , for example, would use
sugar cane (Brazil already does); Russia
and Canada would use natural gas; and
America's alcohol fuel would come from its
vast coal reserves.
Professor Pefley and four others from
SCU involved in the research will attend
the Fifth International Symposium on
Alternative Fuels in New Zealand later
this spring.

"There will be representatives from more
than 30 countries there',' he said.
"We will be reporting on the use of
alcohols in a pure form , especially our
work for the 40-car fleet of Pintos we
converted for the U.S. Post Office last year:'
he said .
Twenty of those Pintos are operating in
Denver and 20 more in Peoria , Illinois. "We
developed the conversion kit for them , and
we are pleased that they have not had cold
start problems as that has been the focus of
our research recently',' he added .
Professor Pefley's first research grant
came in 1969 and was for $80,000. In 1977
he received $850,000 to continue his work.
These grants have generated about
$200,000 in equipment for the university's
mechanical engineering department , and
have provided about $250,000 to pay
undergraduate and graduate students who
have worked on the project as research
assistants over the past six years.

Ms. Gomez pointed out that the
traditional crafts of Mexico come from "the
hands of the people:'
The exhibition explores the function ,
form and meaning of this popular art and
celebrates the handiwork of anonymous
and well-known artisans from many regions
of Mexico , she said.
On display will be the clay artistry of
Teodora Blanco and the Aguilar Family
from Oaxaca, the papier-mache sculpture
of the Linares Family from the State of
Mexico, tin toys by Cecilio Corral of
Durango and the yarn paintings of Jose
Benitez Sanchez, a Huichol Indian.

teaching and writing about human rights,
maintained that he is not discouraged.
"In spite of the failures and abuses, there
is a good deal of room for encouragement','
he said.
"Individual, national and international
consciences are changing:'
Dr. Robertson points to the United
Nations Covenants of Human Rights , the
Helsinki Accords on Security and Peace,
the European Convention on Human
Rights and the Inter-American Convention on Human Rights are evidence of
this change.
Amnesty International , the International
Red Cross, the International Commission
of Jurists, the Federation of the Rights of
Man and the International Institute of
Human Rights also are performing valuable
work on behalf of human rights, he said.
Professor Robertson noted that 65
nations have ratified the UN Covenants,
35 have signed the Helsinki Accords,
20 have ratified the European Convention
and 15 have signed the Inter- American
Convention.
Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter
signed both the UN Covenants and the
the Inter-American Convention, but
the Senate has not yet ratified either of
them, he said.
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Professor Robertson contended that
"none of the nations is perfect and
none is without fault" in observance of
human rights.
"The degree of fault merely varies:'
he said.
He cautioned that "it takes a long time to
change the attitude of some governments
toward human rights.
"However, a good deal of international
pressure is being applied to them.
"I think this international public opinion
is building up.
"It is slow, but it is having a cumulative effect.
"Nations may make excuses, and they
are sometimes not honest about denials of
human rights.
"Nevertheless, no government dares say
it is against human rights:'
Dr. Robertson said he believes "the only
civilized solution to problems of alleged
human rights violations is for all nations to
accept international inspection.
"If an international commission investigated a charge and found a nation was not
acting in accordance with international
standards, that nation should admit it is
wrong and attempt to put it to righ t:'

0

tudy points up
roblem for Army

The Army currently prunes more than
4D percent of its non-high school graduate
enlistees from the ranks before they
complete their first tour of duty.
That shocking waste of human resources
and public funds provoked two professors
to make a study of the Army's enlistment
practices.
They came up with a system of
evaluating non-high school graduates that
could reduce significantly the high rate of
"involuntary attrition" among them.
The research was conducted by Dr.
James H. Morris, assistant professor of
organization theory and behavior at SCU,
and Dr. James S. Blandin, associate
professor of management at the Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey.
Their report received the "Best Paper"
award at a recent National Academy of
Management meeting in San Diego.
Dr. Morris said they developed a way of
predicting more accurately the risk of
non-high school graduate enlistees being
ejected from the service.
The enlistees are discharged by the
Army because they fail to meet minimum
standards of performance and behavior,
he said.
Since the elimination of the draft and the
conversion to an all-volunteer force in the
early 1970s, the service has experienced
increasing difficulty in meeting its manpower targets.

The problem has grown because there
are fewer high school graduates and thus a
need to enlist non-high school graduates ,
he said.
"And it has been compounded by the fact
that the attrition rate of non-high school
graduates has climbed to double the
turnover of high school graduates:'
Dr. Morris said he and Dr. Blandin
constructed an "actuarial regression model"
with information on race , highest year of
education , age, census region and AFQT
score from 178,380 non-high school
graduates who had enlisted during 1974,
1975 and 1976.
Dr. Morris said their results showed that
individuals without a high school diploma
when they enlisted in the Army differed
with respect to their probability of attrition
because of their differing attribute profiles.
And the differences in attrition probabilities among them were of a practically
meaningful size, and they could be
identified with the system.
Dr. Morris said the Army could use the
system to identify comparatively high-risk
and non-high school graduate candidates
who then would be assigned low enlistment
priorities.
He said the model also might prove
useful to Army recruiters and trainers who
could assign high-risk candidates to special
remedial programs aimed at reducing
attrition such as counseling , motivation
training and realistic job previews.
"The Army then could assign them to
jobs where they are likely to succeed and
remain in the service through their first
enlistment term and beyond:' he said.
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